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Birhan Keskin's (1963-) Y'ol is about a love affair between two women that through breakup, 
loss and suffering becomes transformed into a spiritual, potentially divine experience. In that 
respect, it follows the path of the quintessential story of Turkish poetry, Leila and Majnun, 
where Majnun loses his beloved Leila whose family refuses to give her to him. He goes insane 
("Majnun" means crazy, lost, a vagabond). When finally her family relents and bring her to him, 
he does not recognize her (he says, "you are not Leila"), so transformed was his love for her to a 
spiritual state of becoming. The very title of the poem points to this metamorphosis. "Yol" 
means "road" in Turkish, which Keskin deconstructs by adding an apostrophe after "Y." The 
last two letters "ol" means "become." In other words, the title says "the road of/towards 
becoming."    
 
In the essay "A Godless Sufism: Ideas on the Twentieth-Century Turkish Poetry"1 I argue that, 
though the word "god" is almost never mentioned, a spirituality which I call "godless Sufism" 
permeates modern Turkish poetry. The essay caused quite a controversy in literary circles at its 
first publication in 1995 and was attacked by all sides. The secularists thought I was infiltrating 
religion back into the language of poetry after Atatürk's reforms. The religious people thought I 
was being blasphemous. In effect, I was doing neither. I was just pointing to something that to 
me was "hidden in plain sight": Turkish character is deeply, inescapably spiritual—often tinged 
with a violent eroticism—  and its poetry reflects it. A yearning spirituality, full of tears and 
suffering, is at the core of its power. Because 20th century Turkish after Atatürk's linguistic 
reforms had discarded a lot of the Arabic and Persian vocabulary that embodied the 
spiritual/erotic Sufism of those two languages (particularly of Persian and Hafiz's poetry), 
modern Turkish poets had to pursue and rediscover it in the agglutinations of the Turkish 
syntax and its pantheistic connections to a pre-Islamic central Asian landscape. In this 
interaction between spirituality and syntax (which I call Eda) Turkish poetry gains its stunning 
originality. Shifting the focus of attention from vocabulary to the intonations, cadences of an 
infinitlely flexible and suggestive syntax, Turkish poetry became an ideal, potent vehicle for 
suppressed communication—be it sexual, political or religious.  
 
Birhan Keskin's poetry, particularly Y'ol, is in the middle of this tradition, Eda. In fact, the first 
written response to "godless Sufism" occurred in a review of Birhan Keskin's poetry by the 
Turkish poet Ahmet Güntan in Kitap-lik. Güntan said that he was at first bothered by the 

                                                        
1 Eda: An Anthology of Contemporary Turkish Poetry (Talisman House, Jersey City, 2004), pp. 
323/34. 



word "godless" because it seemed to belie his own belief in God. Then, he realized that the term 
"godless Sufism" referred to a presence, not spelled out; but pervasive in Keskin's and many 
other Turkish poets' work without their being quite aware of it. The term brought to 
consciousness, revealed the spiritual core of their writing: that "god" was perhaps the most 
suppressed word, the invisible pervasive presence, hidden in plain sight in secularist Turkey. 
 
Y'ol consists of two parts: "taş parçaları" and "eski dünya." "taş parçaları" consists of forty-four 
"fragments" ("parçaları") which are sinuous, austere coloratura2 songs focusing on the two 
lovers, their intimate moments, their quarrels, their alienation from each other. "eski dünya" 
consists of thirteen pieces. Their tones are more leisurely, philosophical. They are poems of 
ironic, often heart-wrenching arrivals. A Central Asian landscape of prairies, mountains, 
plains—the area where originally Turks came from—permeates them. 
 
The present manuscript consists of the entirety of the book, all the poems appearing in the 
same order as in the Turkish original.  
 
Murat Nemet-Nejat 
  

                                                        
2 Keskin stretches certain vowels or consonants in "taş parçaları" in the style of Turkish classical 
singers like Safiye Aylar. 



 
 
 
 

A Few Notes On Translating Birhan Keskin's Y'ol. 
 
During a long interview that covered many subjects in Turkish for a Turkish journal, here is the 
way I described my processes translating Birhan Keskin's Y'ol3: "... The 'sound of the poem,' in 
the traditional sense, does not represent the totality of the poem. For instance, the 'sound' in 
the poetry of Eda is silent. Its music is among the words, in the movement the sentence creates 
as it develops, in its cadence. The 'sound' of Eda is a sinuous, linear movement of thought, as it 
evolves full of emotion and longing." 
 
Birhan Keskin's Y'ol is exactly such a line. It is something that is simultaneously seen and heard. 
I began the translation of Y'ol with the fragments in "casting pebbles." In many of these pieces in 
Turkish there are spots like "yooooooğğğğğğğ" ("...") or "uffffffffffffuk" ("...") that are 
reminiscent of concrete poems. These are spots that suddenly stop the poem from being read 
aloud, "voiced out," creating cracks, silences—voices that can be uttered freely in the mountains, 
but in the daily world of suffering and hurt are suppressed, silenced. The second section of Y'ol 
"the old world" starts in the mountains, the woods. The language of this part is opener, more 
relaxed, a language that uses longer lines (though the suffering is never far below the surface). 
 
Translating Y'ol, I had on my mind the American blues, the voice of Billy Holliday and the 
Turkish singer Safiye Aylar's singing style. In American English, the blues lyrics constitute a 
treasure chest of tangential, elliptical language. Everything in blues is expressed in coded 
fragments. Particularly in the last years of her life, Billy Holliday's voice is full of 
"imperfections." The unforgettable beauty of her voice lies in the variations in tempo and 
harmony she creates with her words. In other words, in Holliday's language, while singing, there 
is something reminiscent of the fluid word order of the Turkish syntax and Eda's cadences. 
While reading words like "yooooooğğğğğğğ" in Y'ol that reminded me of concrete poems, I 
thought of the way Safiye Aylar stretches with diamond-like clarity the vowels in her songs. An 
emotional, almost operatic force is hidden in the spare language of "casting pebbles." 
Translating "casting pebbles," my problem was to synthesize those "visual impurities," obstacles, 
with the rest of the language of the fragments to point to the emotional power hidden in them 
that flared out through these obstacles. 
  

                                                        
3 The translation from the original interview is my own: 



IV  
 
I... and every time    
Whatever life could teach the ash 
it has taught me. 
 
(...) 
I must have slept a long time in the ash    
I slept a long time in the ash 
I slept a long time in the ash.  
  



V. 
 
Don’t expect me to burn  
I have burnt a lot, you know it. 
I can’t burn, can’t 
can’t my ashes are flying. 
the gilette blade you plied in my dreams is in my flesh.   
without bleeding without hurting. 
without 
hurting 
this world is ice, ice 
ssssssss nothing’s 
hurting 
 
is false, 
false what i’m saying 
false, what you’re saying 
becoming only  
this world. 
 
I’m already ash 
ash ash aaah ash 
if anything left 
inside the ash my humanity’s   
rising. 
 
Let the world see now. 
whiiiiite seeing  
off on iiiiice    
me  
(liiice on iiice   
white) 
coughing up 
blood 
   
  



IX  
 
Casting me to a world i don’t know   
 
condemned, with no sentence of my own, sileeeeeeenced.   
 
our dream was called aging together, that’s why, maybe, 
it hurts so. do you expect sentences of love from me 
without the unity which is a sentence?  
doooon’t. 
two women preparing jam in the kitchen. with red peppers, etc. 
a windy hill. looking out on both sides, 
horiiizon, etc., 
as if the earth not a circle but slightly an ellipse. 
besides, two women not quite up to the curvatures of the earth, etc.  
that’s how it was. I’d believed her, as i believed myself. 
to talk about love that’s beyond what’s love! aaaah! 
It was a dogma... just. 
that’s why i am so diffused,   
shoveled into this world.   
what do you want me to say? 
i have a tooth irritated by the air. 
that’s why my silence, my speech.  
besides i was offended when i didn’t die by the initial pain. 
first became human then. 
or or i was remodeled from what was left.  
which i remembered surrendering to the pain 
one doesn’t die, i remembered, 
one doesn’t diiii 
iiie 
 
ah, from the depth of asia.... 
  



 
 
 
 
XVII    
 
you took the keel of your sail boat    
took the sail boat of your spine 
took the spine of your keel 
 
why? 
  



XXXXIII  
 
You are too human, my darling, too human,  
whereas I’m a barbarian, a beast 
my tongue talks of forgiveness, for  giving it 
for free and yours of justice 
revenge 
 
Is there a need to say it, my love   
to say it now 
the ace sniper I raised shO OOO t  me   
the snows of Klimanjaro my love 
snows of Klimanjaro 
sl iiiiii ding down  



 
 
Parting the Branches 
 
The roaring of the forest will end, when? 
I’m full of scratches for a thousand years, parting the branches. 
In that place... where trees become visible one by one... is it far? 
A sylvan bombardment. We’d spent long, a very long winter, 
and a summer stretch... lie down a little, a little. Not so scary as 
we worried, at least with kids in the summer. 
And it was a secluded rare rose of the world, the spring. 
Did we skip it without smelling it, smelling it? 
What occasionally reveals itself is the g-spot of routine without 
ever parting the branches, without ever. But with no smelling? 
I saw. She, feeling dizzy because of the shaking of trees 
the world was feeling dizzy. Spare for me in the monotony of the prairie, 
the routine of the meadows, the placidity of the river, only this occasional revealing. Once more. 
Only those times. Spare them for me. Once more. 
 
A slightly high plateau, before mountains show their majesty. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


